Improving our knowledge of species interaction networks

Ecosystems shelter a huge number of species, continuously interacting. Each species interact
in various ways, with trophic interactions, but also non-trophic interactions, not mentioning the
abiotic and anthropogenic interactions. In particular, pollination, competition, facilitation,
parasitism and many other interaction types are simultaneously present at the same place in
terrestrial ecosystems (Campbell et al. 2011, Kéfi et al. 2016). For this reason, we need today to
improve our understanding of such complex interaction networks to later anticipate their responses.
This program is a huge challenge facing ecologists and they today join their forces among
experimentalists, theoreticians and modelers. While some of us struggle in theoretical and modeling
dimensions (Gaucherel 2019, Gaucherel and Pommereau 2019), some others perform brilliant
works to observe and/or experiment on the same ecological objects (Bennett et al. 2018, Magrach et
al. 2019).
In this nice study, authors succeed in studying relatively large plant-pollinator interaction
networks in the field, in Mediterranean ecosystems. For the first time to my knowledge, they study
community-wide interactions instead of traditional and easier accessible pairwise interactions. On
the basis of a statistically relevant survey, they focus on plant reproductive success and on the role
of pollinator interactions in such a success. A more reductionist approach based on simpler pairwise
interactions between plants and pollinators would not be able to highlight the interaction network
structure (the topology) possibly impacting its responses (Campbell et al. 2011, Bennett et al. 2018),
among which the reproductive success of some (plant) species. Yet, such a network analysis
requires a fine control of probable biases, as those linked to size or autocorrelation between data of
various sites. Here, Magrach et al. did a nice work in capturing rigorously the structures and trends
behind this community-wide functioning.
To grasp possible relationships between plant and pollinator species is a first mandatory
step, but the next critical step requires understanding processes hidden behind such relationships.
Here, the authors succeed to reach this step too, by starting interpreting the processes at stake in
their studied plant-pollinator networks (Bastolla et al. 2009). In particular, the niche
complementarity has been demonstrated to play a determinant role in the plant reproductive
success, and has a positive impact on it (Magrach et al. 2019).
When will we be able to detect a community-wise process? This is one of my team’s
objectives, and we developed new kind of models with this aim. Also, authors focus here on plantpollinator network, but the next step might be to gather every kind of interactions into a huge
ecosystem network which we call the socio-ecosystemic graph (Gaucherel and Pommereau 2019).
Indeed, why to limit our view to certain interactions only? It will take time to grasp the whole
interaction network an ecosystem is sheltering, but this should be our next challenge. And this paper
of Magrach et al. is a first fascinating step in this direction.
Cédric Gaucherel.
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